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Abstract
This paper presents a framework for haptic rendering in virtual environments based on distance maps over implicit
support plane mappings. Initially, a rigid 3D object is modelled using support plane mappings so as to efficiently
perform collision detection. Then, and after the collision queries are resolved, the surface of the 3D object can be
directly reconstructed in constant time, using the equations of the support planes and the discrete distance map
that encodes the distance of the object surface from the support plane. As a result analytical formulae can be
extracted that provide the force feedback only as a function of the 3D object spatial transformation and position of
the haptic probe. Experimental evaluation and computational complexity analysis demonstrates that the proposed
approach can reduce significantly the computational cost when compared to existing collision detection and haptic
rendering methods

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.4 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics utilities—Virtual
Device Interfaces, H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User interfaces—Haptic I/O

1. Introduction

Human perception combines information of various sensors,
including visual, aural, haptic, olfactory, etc., in order to per-
ceive the environment. Virtual reality applications aim to im-
merse the user into a virtual environment by providing arti-
ficial input to its interaction sensors (i.e., eyes, ears, hands,
etc.). The visual and aural inputs are the most important fac-
tors in human-computer interaction (HCI). However, virtual
reality applications will remain far from being realistic with-
out providing to the user the sense of touch. The use of hap-
tics augments the standard audiovisual HCI by offering to
the user an alternative way of interaction with the virtual
environment [BC03]. However, haptic interaction involves
complex and computationally intensive processes, like col-
lision detection or distance calculation [5], that place signif-
icant barriers in the generation of accurate and high fidelity
force feedback.

1.1. Related work

Seen from a computational perspective, haptic rendering can
be decomposed in two different but heavily interrelated pro-
cesses, namely collision detection and haptic rendering. Ini-
tially, collisions have to be identified and localized and then
the resulting force feedback has to be estimated so as to ac-

curately render the force that will be fed back to the user
using specific assumptions on the physical model involved.

Concerning collision detection, bounding Volumes and
the respective Hierarchies (BVH) have dominated the field
of collision detection due to the simple and fast pairwise
culling they can achieve. Even though they have been ini-
tially used for pairwise collision detection of complex rigid
models [VMTS10], there are numerous other methods for
extending the hierarchies to other types of applications,
such as deformable model simulations [TCYM08], continu-
ous collision detection [ZRLK07] and ray-tracing [WBS07].
Most of these methods take advantage of some kind of BVH
at an initial culling step before performing more sophisti-
cated algorithms for further collision pruning and contact
determination.

The intersection tests between BVs are based on the Sep-
arating Axis Theorem for convex objects [GLM96], [CS08].
The theorem states that for a pair of disjoint convex objects
there exists an axis, such that the projections of the objects
on this axis do not overlap. Intersection tests for BVs ex-
ploit this theorem by testing the existence of a Separating
Axis in a set of candidate axes. The basic difference among
different types of BVs is the number of axes needed to be
tested. There is a trade-off between the bounding efficiency
and the computational cost of the intersection test. BVs with
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low efficiency, such as spheres, can be tested very fast for
intersection while more efficient bounding volumes, such as
the OBBs, require much more computation.

Concerning haptic rendering research can be divided into
three main categories [LO08]: Machine Haptics, Human
Haptics and Computer Haptics [SB97]. Machine Haptics is
related to the design of haptic devices and interfaces, while
Human Haptics is devoted to the study of the human percep-
tual abilities related to the sense of touch. Computer Haptics,
or alternatively haptic rendering, studies the artificial gen-
eration and rendering of haptic stimuli for the human user.
It should be mentioned that the proposed framework takes
into account recent research on human haptics, while it pro-
vides mathematical tools targeting mainly the area of com-
puter haptics.

The simplest haptic rendering approaches focus on the in-
teraction with the virtual environment using a single point
[MTS07]. Many approaches have been proposed so far both
for polygonal, non-polygonal models, or even for the arti-
ficial generation of surface effects like stiffness, texture or
friction [MTS07], [LD07]. The assumption, however, of a
single interaction point limits the realism of haptic interac-
tion since it is contradictory to the rendering of more com-
plex effects like torque. On contrary, multipoint, or object
based haptic rendering approaches use a particular virtual
object to interact with the environment and therefore, be-
sides the position of the object, its orientation becomes crit-
ical for the rendering of torques [LD07]. Apart from tech-
niques for polygonal and non-polygonal models [LD07],
voxel based approaches for haptic rendering [PPTH01] in-
cluding volumetric haptic rendering schemes [PCY08] have
lately emerged. Additionally, research has also tackled with
partial success the problem of haptic rendering of dynamic
systems like deformable models and fluids [BJ09].

1.2. Motivation and contribution

In general, with the exception of some approaches related
to haptic rendering of distance or force fields [MNK∗07],
[BH07], one of the biggest bottlenecks of current schemes is
that haptic rendering depends on the fast and accurate res-
olution of collision queries. The proposed approach aims to
widen this bottleneck by providing a free-form implicit hap-
tic rendering scheme based on support plane mappings. In
particular, a 3D object is initially modelled using the associ-
ated support plane mappings [VMTS10]. Then the distance
of the object’s surface from the support plane is mapped
at discrete samples on the plane and stored at a prepro-
cessing step. During run-time and after collision queries are
resolved, estimation of the force feedback can be analyti-
cally estimated. This results in constant time haptic render-
ing based only on the 3D transformation of the associated
object and the position of the haptic probe.

2. Haptic rendering using support plane mappings

Support planes are a well studied subject of computational
geometry and have been employed in algorithms for the sep-
aration of convex objects [DK85,CW96,vdB03]. From a ge-
ometrical perspective, a support plane E of a 3D convex ob-
ject O is a plane such that O lies entirely on H−

E . Support
planes have become useful in previous algorithms based on
the concept of support mappings. A support mapping is a
function that maps a vector v to the vertex of vert(O) that
is “most” parallel to v [vdB03, Eri05]. As a direct conse-
quence, a support plane can be defined as the plane that
passes through sO(v) and is parallel to v. In the follow-
ing we will adopt the formulation used bu Vogiannou et.al.
in [VMTS10].

2.1. Haptic support plane maps

After collision is detected, the force feedback provided to
the user through the haptic device has to be calculated. In the
present framework, force feedback is obtained directly from
the model adopted for collision detection, thus handling col-
lision detection and haptic rendering in an integrated way, as
described in the sequel.

Let the parametric form of the support plane equation
SSP (η,ω) be:

SSP (η,ω) =

 x0 +ηu1 +ωv1
y0 +ηu2 +ωv2
z0 +ηu3 +ωv3

 ,∀η,ω ∈ < (1)

where u and v constitute an orthonormal basis of the support
plane and (x0,y0,z0) its origin.

Assuming now a dense discretization of the η,ω space,
we can define a discrete distance map of the support plane
SP and the underlying manifold mesh surface Smesh, by cal-
culating the distance of each point of SP from Smesh:

DSP (η,ω) = ICD(SSP,Smesh) (2)

where ICD calculates the distance of every point sample
(η,ω) of the support plane SP, alongside the normal direc-
tion at point (η,ω), from the mesh Smesh and assigns the
corresponding values to the distance map DSP(η,ω). The
distance map is used in the sequel to analytically estimate
the force feedback.

2.2. Haptic rendering using SPMs

Referring to Figure 1, let point Hp be the position of the hap-
tic probe and Smesh represent the local surface of the object.

Let also SSP represent the distance of point Hp from the
support plane, which corresponds to point PM on the SP. If
collision is detected, the absolute value of the force fed onto
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Figure 1: Distance calculation using distance maps over
support planes

the haptic device is obtained using a spring model as illus-
trated in Figure 1. In particular:

‖F‖= k · |SSP−DSP(PM)| (3)

where k is the spring constant. DSP(PM) is the distance of
point PM from the mesh and is stored in the distance map of
the support plane. Notice that the term |SSP−DSP(PM)| is
an approximation of the actual distance of Hp from the mesh
that becomes more accurate if the support plane surface ap-
proximates well the mesh.

The direction of the force should in general be perpendic-
ular to the local area, where collision is detected. An obvious
solution to the evaluation of the direction of this force would
be to detect the surface element (i.e. triangle), where the col-
lision occurred and to provide the feedback perpendicularly
to it. This approach is not only computationally intensive,
but also results in non-realistic non-continuous forces at the
surface element boundaries. In the present framework the
analytical approximation of the mesh surface is used utiliz-
ing the already obtained SP approximation and the distance
map. Based on this approximation the normal to the object’s
surface can be approximated rapidly with high accuracy. In
particular, if DSP(η,ω) is the scalar function of the distance
map on the support plane, as previously described, the sur-
face Smesh of the modelled object can be approximated by
equation (4) (Figure 1):

Smesh (η,ω) = SSP (η,ω)−DSP (η,ω)nSP (4)

where SSP is the surface of the support plane, DSP the as-
sociated distance map and nSP its normal vector that can be
easily evaluated through nSP = u×v.

Now the calculation of the force feedback demands the
evaluation of the normal vector nSP on the object’s surface.
that is obtained through equation (5). In the following the
brackets (η,ω) will be omitted for the sake of simplicity.

nS =
∂Smesh

∂η
× ∂Smesh

∂ω
(5)

where
∂Smesh

∂η
=

∂SSP
∂η
− ∂DSP

∂η
nSP−DSP

∂nSP
∂η

(6)

Since nSP is constant over the SP equation (6) becomes:

∂Smesh
∂η

= u− ∂DSP
∂η

nSP (7)

A similar formula can be extracted for ∂Smesh
∂ω

:

∂Smesh
∂ω

= v− ∂DSP
∂ω

nSP (8)

All above terms can be computed analytically, except from
∂DSP
∂η

and ∂DSP
∂ω

that are computed numerically.

Substituting now equations (4), (6), (7), (8) in equation
(5) the normal direction nS can be obtained.

Since, the direction of the normal along the surface of the
modelled object is obtained using equation (5), the resulting
force feedback is calculated through:

Fh = k |SSP−DSP(PM)| nS
‖nS‖

(9)

Moreover, it should be emphasized that several effects like
friction, haptic texturing or haptic icons can be very easily
integrated in equation (9) thus leading to a very compact
closed form computation of haptic rendering.

3. Computational complexity

An experimental analysis of the proposed support plane
mapping based haptic rendering approach, in terms of tim-
ings for simulation benchmarks would not be fair for the
state-of-the-art approaches, since it would encode the su-
periority of SPM based collision detection [VMTS10] and
would not directly highlight the proposed haptic rendering
approach. In the following an analysis of the computational
complexity of the proposed scheme in comparison to the typ-
ical state-of-the-art mesh-based haptic rendering scheme is
discussed.

After collision is reported, a typical force feedback calcu-
lation scheme would need to identify the colliding triangle of
the involved 3D object in O(n) time, where n is the number
of triangles, or in O(logn) time if bounding volume hierar-
chies are used. Then the force can be calculated in constant
O(1) time. In order to avoid force discontinuities, for exam-
ple force shading, and if there is no adjacency information
then the local neighbourhood of the colliding triangle can be
found again in O(n) time, where n is the number of trian-
gles, or in O(logn) time if bounding volume hierarchies are
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used. Finally, the mesh-based haptic rendering scheme has
no additional memory requirements per se.

On the other concerning the proposed free-form implicit
haptic rendering scheme, after a collision is detected, the re-
sulting force feedback can be calculated in constant time
O(1) using equation (9). In order to avoid depth disconti-
nuities the distance map can be smoothed, in an image pro-
cessing sense, in a preprocessing phase. Even if this step is
performed during run-time it would take O(k) time, where k
is the local smoothing region or the filtering kernel window.
On the other hand the proposed scheme has O(m ·s) memory
requirements, where m is the number of support planes and
s the number of samples per support plane. Taking now into
account that the more support planes are used the smaller
their size and the less samples are necessary for a specific
sampling density we can safely assume that the memory re-
quirements are linear to the total number of samples that de-
pends on the sampling density used.

The following table summarizes the computational com-
plexity analysis of the proposed free-form haptic rendering
scheme, when compared to the mesh-based approach.

Process Mesh-based Free-form
Force O(n) or O(logn) O(1)

Smoothing O(n) or O(logn) O(1)
Memory - O(m · s)

Table 1: Computational complexity comparison

4. Conclusions-Discussion

The proposed approach introduces an implicit free-form
haptic rendering scheme of rigid bodies based on distance
maps over support plane mappings and therefore exploits
the superiority and bounding efficiency of SPMs for col-
lision detection and extends it for direct closed-form hap-
tic rendering. The proposed approach is seen to be highly
efficient when compared to the state-of-the-art mesh-based
haptic rendering at a cost, however, of increased memory re-
quirements. Moreover, as presented, it cannot deal with de-
formations. However, if the deformations are analytically de-
fined then a solution should be possible. This topic remains
a research work direction. Finally, vectorial distance maps,
instead of scalar as presented in the proposed scheme, can
be also incorporated so as to efficiently deal with complex
concavities or cases where the object’s manifold is not topo-
logically equivalent to a sphere.
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